• Analogies 2  Level 3

Directions: Choose the word on the right that best expresses a relationship similar to that of the original pair.

A **rose** is a kind of **flower**.
A **hammer** is a kind of **tool**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#)</th>
<th>BRUSH : PAINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PEN : | A. eat  
B. write  
C. steal  
D. have |

1) **OUT** : **IN**

| BELOW : | A. near  
B. before  
C. above  
D. after |

2) **ACTOR** : **ACTRESS**

| WAITER : | A. restaurant  
B. waitress  
C. chef  
D. waiting |

3) **RAGE** : **EMOTION**

| THANKSGIVING : | A. job  
B. meal  
C. clothing  
D. holiday |

4) **JAZZ** : **MUSIC**

| GEOMETRY : | A. hobby  
B. shape  
C. animal  
D. math |

5) **FREEZER** : **COLD**

| STOVE : | A. hot  
B. serve  
C. eat  
D. shop |

6) **MOTHER** : **FEMALE**

| FATHER : | A. angry  
B. male  
C. kind  
D. thin |

7) **SCENE** : **PLAY**

| CHAPTER : | A. book  
B. song  
C. drama  
D. theater |

8) **PRIEST** : **CHURCH**

| NURSE : | A. circus  
B. apartment  
C. post office  
D. hospital |

9) **RACE** : **COMPETITION**

| PARTY : | A. career  
B. celebration  
C. dance  
D. game |

10) **OCTAGON** : **EIGHT**

| TRIANGLE : | A. Four  
B. three  
C. one  
D. nine |
Answers and Explanations

1) C
Out is the opposite of in. Below is the opposite of above. Therefore (C) is correct.

2) B
An actor is a male actress. A waiter is a male waitress. Therefore (B) is correct.

3) D
Rage is a type of emotion. Thanksgiving is a type of holiday. Therefore (D) is correct.

4) D
Jazz is a type of music. Geometry is a type of math. Therefore (D) is correct.

5) A
A freezer is used to make things cold. A stove is used to make things hot. Therefore (A) is correct.

6) B
A characteristic of a mother is to be female. A characteristic of a father is to be male. Therefore (B) is correct.

7) A
A scene is part of a play. A chapter is part of a book. Therefore (A) is correct.

8) D
A priest works at a church. A nurse works at a hospital. Therefore (D) is correct.

9) B
A race is a type of competition. A party is a type of celebration. Therefore (B) is correct.

10) B
An octagon has eight sides. A triangle has three sides. Therefore (B) is correct.